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Minimising the energy consumption of tool change and tool path of ma-1 

chining by sequencing the features 2 

Abstract: A considerable amount of energy is consumed by machine tools during the 3 

run-time operations such as tool change and tool path. The value of this part of energy is 4 

affected by the processing sequence of features of a part (PSFP) because the tool path 5 

and tool change plan will vary based on the different PSFP. This paper firstly aims to un-6 

derstand the relationship between the PSFP and the energy consumption of tool change 7 

and tool path during the feature transitions. Then, a model is introduced for the single ob-8 

jective optimisation problem that minimises the energy consumption of machine tools 9 

during the feature transitions which include all the tool path and tool change operations. 10 

Finally, optimisation approaches including depth-first search and genetic algorithm are 11 

modified and applied to find the optimal PSFP which results in the minimisation of the 12 

energy consumption of feature transitions (EFT). In the case study, the optimal and near-13 

optimal sequences of features, in terms of the minimum EFT, of a 15 features part which 14 

is processed by a machining centre have been found. The optimal PSFP achieves a 15 

28.60% EFT reduction, which validates the effectiveness of the developed model and op-16 

timisation approaches. Besides, a 27.95% time reduction of feature transitions benefits 17 

from the EFT minimisation. 18 

 19 

 20 

 21 

Keywords: Energy; Machine tools; Tool change and tool path; Feature sequencing; 22 

Depth-first search; Genetic algorithm 23 
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1. Introduction 1 

To save cost and become environmentally friendly, reducing the energy consumption of production 2 

facilities is a new target for modern manufacturing companies [1]. Machine tools are widely used as 3 

the basic production facilities [2] in the manufacturing industry [3], and they are highly energy-4 

intensive during production [4]. The statistics from the U.S. energy information administration 5 

showed that the electricity consumption of machine tools occupied above 10% of national consump-6 

tion [5]. Therefore, reducing the energy consumption of machine tools (EMT) is a reasonable and 7 

significant routine to promote the manufacturing sustainability and alleviate the energy crisis [6]. 8 

Reducing the EMT is the goal of this paper. To achieve this goal, previous approaches have been 9 

developed to understand and characterise the EMT [7]. For example, Dahmus and Gutowski [8] and 10 

Kordonowy [9] broke the EMT in machining to three levels: the standby power, the run-time opera-11 

tions power and the actual cutting power [10]. The machine tools consume only the standby power 12 

during the idle mode [11]. This refers to the state of machine tools that the main power, computer 13 

panel and emergency stop are all switched on without load on any motors [12]. Run-time operations, 14 

including tool change and tool path (multiple axial feeding), enable the selected cutter to move to the 15 

right position to begin the actual cutting for the next step. By executing these operations, the power 16 

level of machine tools further increases because servo motors and spindle motors are all loaded. Fi-17 

nally, the actual cutting requires a further additional power [13]. Most existing research on reducing 18 

the EMT has been focused on actual cutting energy consumption [14] and standby energy consump-19 

tion [15]. However, the understanding of characteristics of run-time energy consumption is limited in 20 

existing research, and the approaches to reduce this part of energy consumption have not been well 21 

explored. Especially, run-time energy consumption accounts for more than 35% of the total EMT 22 

during production [16], and it has energy-saving potentials. Thus, our research on reducing the EMT 23 

is focused on the run-time operations. 24 

Adjusting the processing sequence of features of a part (PSFP) is an effective approach to reduce the 25 

EMT [17], and this approach is adopted in our paper. It has been proved that actual cutting energy 26 

consumption of a machine tool can be reduced by adjusting the PSFP [14]. However, existing re-27 

search ignored run-time energy consumption when adjusting the PSFP [18]. Actually, the value of 28 

run-time energy consumption of a specific machine tool is also affected by the PSFP because the tool 29 

path for the cutter to reach the part for processing a specific feature and the corresponding tool 30 

change plan can vary when its preceding feature on the sequence is different [19]. This causes vary-31 

ing values of feeding power, feeding distance, feeding speed, and tool change time and power, 32 
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thereby resulting in the different value of total run-time energy consumption. It is the innovation of 1 

this paper to develop the mathematic relationship between the PSFP and the value of run-time energy 2 

consumption and then find the most energy-efficient PSFP. 3 

Based on the above, our study firstly aims at understanding and characterising the EMT during run-4 

time operations including tool path and tool change. Three sub-models have been developed to de-5 

scribe energy consumed by a machine tool while executing rapid and normal feeding activities and 6 

tool change. Based on the sub-models, a model to depict energy consumption during the tool change 7 

and tool path between processing a specific feature and its pre- or post- features has been further de-8 

veloped. This part of energy is defined as the energy consumption of feature transitions (EFT). The 9 

single objective optimisation in this research is to minimise the total EFT for processing a part by 10 

searching for the optimal PSFP. Depth-first search and genetic algorithm are modified and used as 11 

optimisation approaches. Based on a case study, the proposed model has been validated and the op-12 

timisation approaches are effective in finding the optimal or near-optimal processing sequences of 13 

features of a part (PSFPs). In this study, it is assumed that all of the required processing for a part can 14 

be finished on a single machine tool. If a part requires more than one machine tool to finish all of its 15 

features, the features to be processed on the same machine can be sorted and sequenced to reduce the 16 

EFT. 17 

In the remainder of this paper, the literature review is presented in the next section. The description 18 

of the research problem and the model for minimising the EFT are given in Section 3. In Section 4, 19 

the working procedures of depth-first search and genetic algorithm for solving the aforementioned 20 

optimisation problem are described. A case study is conducted to demonstrate the developed model 21 

and optimisation approaches in Section 5. In Section 6, the effectiveness of this approach on the EFT 22 

reduction in multi-machine environment and a multi-objective model considering the EFT are dis-23 

cussed. Finally, a brief summary and future work are given in Section 7. 24 

2. Literature review 25 

Research has been developed to understand the relationship between the PSFP and the EMT. For 26 

example, Sheng et al. [14] developed a model to depict how the feature sequence of a part with three 27 

features (a groove, a hole and a planar face) to influence the value of cutting energy consumption. 28 

Wiener [20] investigated the EMT models for complex parts with more than 14 features. Srinivasan 29 

and Sheng [21] considered the manufacturing constraints such as the precedence relationships be-30 

tween features within a specific part. Further, a method to automatically identify features of a part 31 
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and generate energy-saving operations was developed by Yin et al. [18]. However, only the cutting 1 

energy consumption of machine tools has been considered in the aforementioned works while the 2 

EFT including the energy consumption of tool change and tool path has been ignored. Thus, the EFT 3 

model based on the PSFP is supplemented to bridge this knowledge gap. 4 

Considerable amount of research has been focused on modelling the costs of tool change and tool 5 

path based on the PSFP. These can be used as references for our study to model the EFT. For exam-6 

ple, Al-Sahib and Abdulrazzaq [22] and Abu Qudeiri et al. [23] studied the tool path cost based on a 7 

hole-making process. The corresponding problem for minimising the tool path cost by feature se-8 

quencing was formulated as a special case of travelling salesman problem, and the drilling time 9 

model was developed as well [24]. Kolahan and Liang [25] re-modelled the previous hole-making 10 

process by realising that the relevant cost minimisation problem was more complex than the travel-11 

ling salesman problem because the cost associated with each drilling operation was both sequence-12 

dependent and position-dependent. This single objective optimisation problem has also been formu-13 

lated as a 0–1 non-linear mathematic model with consideration of tool air-cutting time and tool 14 

switch time [26]. For the tool change cost, a single objective optimisation problem for minimising it 15 

by feature sequencing was developed subjected to various manufacturing precedence constraints [27]. 16 

Bhaskara Reddy [28] proposed a feature precedence graph to identify manufacturing precedence 17 

constraints. 18 

In above modelling research on the costs of tool change and tool path, there are mainly three limita-19 

tions which weakened the accuracy of models: (1) It has been assumed that the costs for all tool 20 

change operations on a specific machine tool are same. However, in the reality, the tool change cost 21 

varies based on the number of station intervals rotated. (2) The tool path time was the single parame-22 

ter to calculate the tool path cost. However, the tool path cost is affected by both the tool path time 23 

and the tool path cost per unit time. The latter one is a variable, changing its value based on process 24 

parameters such as feeding speed. (3) The data used for calculating the costs of tool change and tool 25 

path were subjectively assumed instead of experimentally measured on site. In the modelling work 26 

for the EFT, these weaknesses have been overcome by using the experimentally measured power 27 

data of machine tools and developing more precise models.  28 

Both deterministic algorithms and meta-heuristics have been used as optimisation approaches to 29 

minimise the costs of tool change and tool path based on the PSFP. These can be used as references 30 

for our study to minimise the EFT. Normally, deterministic algorithms such as dynamic program-31 

ming and branch-and-bound were employed to find the global optimum. However, these solutions 32 
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are more applicable for the small-to-medium sized problems with number of features less than 20. 1 

The computation time they consumed to find the global optimum sharply increases when solving the 2 

large sized problems [29]. Comparatively, meta-heuristics are able to provide the local or global op-3 

timum within much less computation time [30]. Therefore, they become increasingly popular to 4 

solve feature sequencing problems. Both types of solutions have been tested in our article. Specifi-5 

cally, depth-first search and genetic algorithm are selected as the optimisation approaches. When 6 

employing these approaches to minimise the EFT, several technical difficulties need to be overcome, 7 

such as the search tree generation for the EFT model. Finally, the optimisation results and computa-8 

tion time of developed approaches are validated and compared in the case study. 9 

According to the relevant literatures reviewed, it can conclude that the EFT including energy con-10 

sumption of tool change and tool path based on the PSFP has not been analysed and modelled. Fur-11 

ther, optimisation approaches for reducing the EFT through adjusting the PSFP have not been ex-12 

plored yet. These knowledge gaps have negative impacts on the realisation of our goal to reduce the 13 

EMT. To bridge them, this paper develops a novel model to reflect the mathematic relationship be-14 

tween the PSFP and the EFT. Based on this model, depth-first search and genetic algorithm are first 15 

adopted to search for the PSFPs that result in the minimum EFT. The proposed solutions for model-16 

ling and optimising the EFT are main novelties and contributions of this paper, and they are intro-17 

duced in the following sections.  18 

3. Problem statement and modelling 19 

The notation used in the problem statement, algorithm description and throughout the paper is as fol-20 

lows: 21 

  

Feature sequencing problem件, 倦,倹 indices for features of a part, positions in a PSFP and feeding 
activities in a feature transition 繋沈 件-th feature of a part 繋寵 a finite set of 券 features of a part, 繋寵 噺 岶繋沈岼沈退怠津  繋 a finite set of 券 髪 に features of a part within machining envi-
ronment, 繋 噺 岶繋沈岼沈退待津袋怠, 繋寵 汽 繋 繋待 a virtual feature to denote the start position of tools in machin-
ing 繋津袋怠 a virtual feature to denote the end position of tools in machin-
ing 鯨賃 倦-th position of a sequence 鯨 a finite set of 券 髪 に positions in a PSFP, 鯨 噺 岶鯨賃岼賃退怠津袋態 兼 number of feeding activities in a feature transition 
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Energy consumption 継庁聴 total EFT based on a specific PSFP [J] 継庁脹岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 EFT from the feature 繋椎 to its post-feature 繋槌 [J] 継脹寵岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 energy consumption of tool change in the feature transition 
from 繋椎 to 繋槌 [J] 継脹牒岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 energy consumption of tool path in the feature transition from 繋牒 to 繋槌 [J] 継庁脹岫聴入┸聴入甜迭岻 EFT from the feature at the 倦-th position to the feature at the 倦 髪 な-th position of a sequence [J] 畦 a finite set of energy consumption of 兼  feeding activities 畦 噺 峽畦珍岫庁妊┸庁忍岻峺珍退怠陳  during the feature transition from 繋椎  to 繋槌 , 

(ど 判 喧 判 券, な 判 圏 判 券 髪 な, 喧 塙 圏) 畦珍岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 energy consumption of the 倹-th feeding activity of the feature 
transition from 繋椎 to 繋槌 [J] ッ隙珍椎槌, ッ桁珍椎槌, ッ傑珍椎槌 relative distances between the start and end coordinate posi-
tions of X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis in the 倹-th feeding activity of 
the feature transition from 繋椎 to 繋槌 [mm] 捲珍貸怠椎槌 , 捲珍椎槌 start and end coordinate value of X-axis in the 倹-th feeding ac-
tivity of the feature transition from 繋椎 to 繋槌 [mm] 鶏聴眺珍椎槌  spindle rotation power in the 倹-th feeding activity of the feature 
transition from 繋椎 to 繋槌 [W] 券聴眺珍椎槌  spindle rotation speed in the 倹-th feeding activity of the feature 
transition from 繋椎 to 繋槌 [rpm] 鶏諜庁珍椎槌 , 鶏超庁珍椎槌 , 鶏跳庁珍椎槌 feeding power of X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis in the 倹-th feeding 
activity of the feature transition from 繋椎 to 繋槌 [W] 懸諜庁珍椎槌  feeding speed at the X-axis in the 倹-th feeding activity of the 
feature transition from 繋椎 to 繋槌 [mm/min] 懸珍椎槌 feeding speed in the 倹-th feeding activity of the feature transi-
tion from 繋椎 to 繋槌 [mm/min] 血珍椎槌 feed rate in the 倹-th feeding activity of the feature transition 
from 繋椎 to 繋槌 [mm/r] 鶏脹寵椎槌 power of tool changer in the feature transition from 繋椎  to 繋槌 
[W]  

  
Time consumption 建諜眺珍椎槌 , 建超眺珍椎槌 , 建跳眺珍椎槌  rapid feeding time of X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis in the 倹-th feed-
ing activity of the feature transition from 繋椎 to 繋槌 [s] 建凋眺珍椎槌  axial rapid feeding time in the 倹-th feeding activity of the fea-
ture transition from 繋椎 to 繋槌 [s] 建凋庁珍椎槌  axial feeding time in the 倹-th feeding activity of the feature 
transition from 繋椎 to 繋槌 [s] 劇脹寵岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 tool change time in the feature transition from 繋椎 to 繋槌 [s] 劇庁聴 total time consumption of feature transitions based on a spe-
cific PSFP [s] 劇庁脹岫聴入┸聴入甜迭岻 time consumption of feature transitions from the feature at the 
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倦-th position to the feature at the 倦 髪 な-th position of a se-
quence [s] 劇脹牒岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 time consumption of tool path in the feature transition from the 
feature 繋椎 to its post-feature 繋槌 [s] 稽珍岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 time consumption of the 倹-th feeding activity of the feature 
transition from 繋椎 to 繋槌 [s] 

  

Machine tool related parameters 鶏諜眺, 鶏超眺, 鶏跳眺 rapid feeding power of X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis [W] 鶏跳眺腸 , 鶏跳眺帖  upward and downward rapid feeding power of Z-axis [W] 畦諜庁, 畦超庁 quadratic coefficient in the X-axial and Y-axial feeding power 
models 畦跳庁帖 , 畦跳庁腸  quadratic coefficient in the Z-axial downward and upward 
feeding power models 稽聴眺 monomial coefficient in the spindle rotation power model 稽諜庁, 稽超庁 monomial coefficient in the X-axial and Y-axial feeding power 
models 稽跳庁帖 , 稽跳庁腸  monomial coefficient in the Z-axial downward and upward 
feeding power models 系聴眺 constant in the spindle rotation power model 鶏待 standby power of a machine tool [W] 懸諜眺, 懸超眺, 懸跳眺 rapid feeding speed of X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis [m/min] 

  
 1 

Considering a part, all of its 券 actual features can be denoted as a finite set 繋寵 噺 岶繋沈岼沈退怠津 . While ma-2 

chining the part, the total EFT is not only affected by the sequence of the actual features but also the 3 

start and end positions of tools. Hence, they are defined as two virtual features for the part, denoted 4 

by 繋待 and 繋津袋怠, respectively. In this machining background, there is a finite set of 券 髪 に features 5 繋 噺 岶繋沈岼沈退待津袋怠 for an 券-features part. The 繋寵 is a subset of the 繋 (繋寵 汽 繋). In terms of optimisation, the 6 

aim is to determine the optimal PSFP which results in the minimisation of the total EFT under prece-7 

dence constraints.  8 

As illustrated in Fig. 1, a part with two features (繋怠 and 繋態) is used as an example to show different 9 

PSFPs can result in different values of the total EFT. The two features are to be processed by two 10 

different drilling tools. The start and end positions of tools are virtual features which are denoted by 11 繋待 and 繋戴, respectively. Therefore, 繋待-繋怠-繋態-繋戴 and 繋待-繋態-繋怠-繋戴 are the two PSFPs which can be 12 

used. Tool paths of the two PSFPs are labelled by blue solid lines and red dashed lines, respectively, 13 

in Fig. 1. A typical tool path is consisted of several feeding activities. For instance, the tool path 14 

from 繋怠 and 繋態 includes four feeding activities: 迎戴, 迎替, 迎泰 and 軽滞. “迎” and “軽” here are used to rep-15 

resent rapid feeding and normal feeding. These are the two potential feeding approaches to complete 16 

a specific feeding activity.  17 
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Fig. 1. A 2-feature part that has two feasible processing sequences. 1 

Fig. 2. Power profiles of two sequences: (a) 繋待-繋怠-繋態-繋戴; (b) 繋待-繋態-繋怠-繋戴. 2 

The corresponding power input model of a machine tool when processing the part according to the 3 

aforementioned two sequences are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. The input power which a 4 

machine requires over time is defined as a stepped function represented by the solid black line in Fig. 5 

2. It can be divided to constant power (standby) [9] and variable power [31]. The standby power is 6 

denoted as 鶏待. The variable power level during tool path is the sum of power of axial feeding and 7 

spindle rotation. The power of tool changer is also a variable. In Fig. 2, the areas filled with blue and 8 

red slashes and nets represent energy consumption of the machine during tool path; the yellow grids 9 

areas represent energy consumption of the machine during tool change; the blank areas represent 10 

energy consumption during actual cutting. Thus, the total EFT based on a specific PSFP is the col-11 

oured areas in either Fig. 2(a) or Fig. 2(b). The EFT from finishing cutting the feature 繋椎 to the be-12 

ginning of cutting its post-feature 繋槌 on the sequence can be expressed as: 13 

継庁脹岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 噺 継脹牒岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 髪 継脹寵岫庁妊┸庁忍岻                                                        (1) 14 

where 継庁脹岫庁妊┸庁忍岻, 継脹牒岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 and 継脹寵岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 (ど 判 喧 判 券, な 判 圏 判 券 髪 な, 喧 塙 圏) are the energy consumption 15 

of feature transitions, tool path and tool change, respectively, from the feature 繋椎 to its post-feature 16 繋槌. The developed models for 継脹牒岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 and 継脹寵岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 are presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. By compar-17 

ing the sizes of the coloured areas in Fig. 2(a) and (b), it shows that different PSFPs may result in 18 

different values of the total EFT. 19 

Following the example above, this research aims at searching for the optimal processing sequence of 20 

features for an 券-feature part in terms of the minimisation of the total EFT. Considering there are 21 券 髪 に  features for an 券 -feature part in machining environment, a finite set of 券 髪 に  positions 22 鯨 噺 岶鯨賃岼賃退怠津袋態 is employed to indicate the positions in a sequence. 鯨賃 indicates the 倦-th position of a 23 

sequence. For example, 鯨賃 噺 繋椎 means the feature 繋椎 is located at the 倦-th position of a sequence. 24 

For any part, 繋待 is located at the な-st position (鯨怠 噺 繋待) and 繋津袋怠 is located at the 券 髪 に-th position 25 

(鯨津袋態 噺 繋津袋怠). Then, the objective function for minimising the total EFT based on a specific PSFP 26 

(継庁聴) can be expressed as: 27 

兼件券件兼件嫌結 継庁聴 噺 デ 継庁脹岫聴入┸聴入甜迭岻津袋怠賃退怠                                                       (2) 28 
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where 継庁脹岫聴入┸聴入甜迭岻 is the EFT between processing the feature at the 倦-th position and the feature at the 1 倦 髪 な-th position of a sequence, which can be calculated according to Expression (1). Constraints of 2 

the model are developed according to the precedence constraints among features [29]. A feasible 3 

PSFP, namely, a feasible solution for the mathematic model, must satisfy all of the constraints. The 4 

total EFT for the corresponding PSFP is set to infinity “タ” once any feature and its pre- or post- fea-5 

ture in a sequence violate any constraint. 6 

3.1. Modelling tool path energy consumption 7 

It can be assumed that a tool path in the feature transition from the feature 繋椎 to the feature 繋槌 con-8 

sists of 兼 sequential feeding activities. Then, the energy consumption of the 倹-th feeding activity can 9 

be denoted as 畦珍岫庁妊┸庁忍岻. The tool path energy consumption portion of the EFT in a feature transition 10 

(継脹牒岫庁妊┸庁忍岻) equals to the sum of energy consumption of all feeding activities, which can be expressed 11 

as: 12 

継脹牒岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 噺 デ 畦珍岫庁妊┸庁忍岻陳珍退怠 .                                                             (3) 13 

Considering there are two possible feeding approaches (rapid and normal) for the 倹-th feeding activ-14 

ity, two types of models for 畦珍岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 are provided in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. 15 

3.1.1. Energy consumption of a rapid feeding activity 16 

During a rapid feeding activity, the X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis of the machine tool feed from the start 17 

to the end coordinate position with their maximum feeding speeds [16]. Therefore, the values of 18 

feeding time of the three axes are probably different. The rapid feeding power is consisted of rapid 19 

feeding power of X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis, standby power and spindle rotation power [32]. Thus, the 20 

energy consumption of the 倹-th feeding activity (畦珍岫庁妊┸庁忍岻) can be modelled as follow when using the 21 

rapid feeding approach: 22 

畦珍岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 噺 岷鶏諜眺 鶏超眺 鶏跳眺峅 抜 範建諜眺珍椎槌 建超眺珍椎槌 建跳眺珍椎槌 飯鐸 髪 盤鶏待 髪 鶏聴眺珍椎槌 匪 抜 建凋眺珍椎槌                   (4) 23 

where 岷鶏諜眺 鶏超眺 鶏跳眺峅 is the axial rapid feeding power vector, and 鶏諜眺, 鶏超眺 and 鶏跳眺 represent the 24 

rapid feeding power of X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis, respectively. 鶏諜眺 and 鶏超眺 are constants for a spe-25 

cific machine tool. For the Z-axis, the power used to drive the upward and downward rapid feedings 26 
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are different, which are denoted by 鶏跳眺腸  and 鶏跳眺帖 , respectively. 範建諜眺珍椎槌 建超眺珍椎槌 建跳眺珍椎槌 飯 is the axial rapid 1 

feeding time vector, and 建諜眺珍椎槌 , 建超眺珍椎槌  and 建跳眺珍椎槌  are the rapid feeding time of the three axes. The vector 2 

can be calculated by: 3 

範建諜眺珍椎槌 建超眺珍椎槌 建跳眺珍椎槌 飯 噺 釆ッ諜乳妊忍塚難馴 ッ超乳妊忍塚汝馴 ッ跳乳妊忍塚二馴 挽                                               (5) 4 

where 懸諜眺, 懸超眺 and 懸跳眺 are the maximum feeding speeds [m/min] of the three axes. ッ隙珍椎槌, ッ桁珍椎槌 and 5 ッ傑珍椎槌 are the relative distances between the start coordinate position (捲珍貸怠椎槌 , 検珍貸怠椎槌 , 権珍貸怠椎槌 ) and the end 6 

coordinate position (捲珍椎槌, 検珍椎槌, 権珍椎槌) of the 倹-th feeding activity, as shown in Fig. 1. Thus, ッ隙珍岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 噺7 弁捲珍椎槌 伐 捲珍貸怠椎槌 弁, ッ桁珍岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 噺 弁検珍椎槌 伐 検珍貸怠椎槌 弁 and finally ッ傑珍岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 噺 弁権珍椎槌 伐 権珍貸怠椎槌 弁. 8 

During the feeding activity, the machine consumes standby power 鶏待  and the spindle rotation is also 9 

on-state. These two portions of energy consumption also need to be counted in. Comparing several 10 

available models [32] to calculate spindle rotation power, the linear model proposed by Lv et al. [33] 11 

provides the highest accuracy which is 95%. Thus, this model is employed to calculate spindle rota-12 

tion power of a machine tool in the 倹-th feeding activity (鶏聴眺珍椎槌 ) as: 13 

鶏聴眺珍椎槌 噺 稽聴眺 抜 券聴眺珍椎槌 髪 系聴眺                                                           (6) 14 

where 券聴眺珍椎槌  is spindle rotation speed [rpm] in the 倹-th feeding activity; coefficient 稽聴眺 and constant 15 系聴眺 can be obtained by linear regression based on experiment data [33]. Finally, 建凋眺珍椎槌  is axial rapid 16 

feeding time for the 倹-th feeding activity which is the maximum among the rapid feeding time of 17 

three axes that 建凋眺珍椎槌 噺 max 岶建諜眺珍椎槌 ┸ 建超眺珍椎槌 ┸ 建跳眺珍椎槌 岼. 18 

3.1.2. Energy consumption of a normal feeding activity 19 

During a normal feeding activity, the feeding route is a straight line from the start to the end coordi-20 

nate position [16]. Normal feeding power is the sum of feeding power of the three axes, spindle rota-21 

tion power and standby power [32]. The energy consumption of the 倹-th feeding activity (畦珍岫庁妊┸庁忍岻) 22 

can be modelled as follow when using the normal feeding approach: 23 

畦珍岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 噺 盤鶏諜庁珍椎槌 髪 鶏超庁珍椎槌 髪 鶏跳庁珍椎槌 髪 鶏聴眺珍椎槌 髪 鶏待匪 抜 建凋庁珍椎槌                                        (7) 24 
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where 鶏諜庁珍椎槌 , 鶏超庁珍椎槌  and 鶏跳庁珍椎槌  are feeding power of the three axes (normal feeding). The models for 鶏諜庁珍椎槌 , 1 鶏超庁珍椎槌  and 鶏跳庁珍椎槌  are similar. For instance, following Lv et al. [33], 鶏諜庁珍椎槌  can be expressed as:  2 

鶏諜庁珍椎槌 噺 畦諜庁 抜 岫懸諜庁珍椎槌 岻態 髪 稽諜庁 抜 懸諜庁珍椎槌                                                  (8) 3 

where coefficients 畦諜庁 and 稽諜庁 can be obtained by quadratic regression based on experiment data. 4 

The feeding speed at the X-axis in the 倹-th feeding activity (懸諜庁珍椎槌 ) can be calculated by: 5 

懸諜庁珍椎槌 噺 懸珍椎槌 抜 ッ諜乳妊忍謬岾ッ諜乳妊忍峇鉄袋岾ッ超乳妊忍峇鉄袋岾ッ跳乳妊忍峇鉄                                                 (9) 6 

where 懸珍椎槌 is the feeding speed in the 倹-th feeding activity that 懸珍椎槌 噺 券聴眺珍椎槌 抜 血珍椎槌, where 血珍椎槌 is the 7 

feed rate [mm/r]. In this scenario, the feeding time of all axes, spindle rotation time and standby time 8 

are the same, which is the axial feeding time 建凋庁珍椎槌 , 建凋庁珍椎槌 噺 謬岾ッ諜乳妊忍峇鉄袋岾ッ超乳妊忍峇鉄袋岾ッ跳乳妊忍峇鉄津縄馴乳妊忍 抜捗乳妊忍 . 9 

3.2. Modelling tool change energy consumption 10 

The energy consumption of tool change is affected by the tool change time and tool change power 11 

[34]. The tool change power is the sum of standby power and power of tool changer [16]. Thus, the 12 

tool change energy consumption portion of the EFT between processing the features 繋椎  and 繋槌 13 

(継脹寵岫庁妊┸庁忍岻) can be expressed as: 14 

継脹寵岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 噺 盤鶏待 髪 鶏脹寵椎槌匪 抜 劇脹寵岫庁妊┸庁忍岻.                                                (10) 15 

The time consumed for changing tools is 劇脹寵岫庁妊┸庁忍岻, and 鶏脹寵椎槌 is the corresponding power level of the 16 

tool changer. The values of them depend on the number of tool stations rotated for changing tools 17 

[35]. 18 

In the next section, two solution algorithms and how they have been modified for searching the op-19 

timal PSFP are presented.  20 

4. Solution algorithms 21 

Depth-first search and genetic algorithm are applied to search for the optimal PSFP. Depth-first 22 

search is selected as one of the solutions because it is able to find the global optimal solution accu-23 
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rately. Comparatively, genetic algorithm normally consumes less time to reach the optimal or near-1 

optimal solution, however, finding out the global optimum is not guaranteed. Hence, experiments are 2 

delivered in Section 5 to compare the performance of the two algorithms in solving the aforemen-3 

tioned problem in terms of the solution quality and computation time.  4 

4.1. Depth-first search 5 

Depth-first search (DFS) is an enumeration searching method using the tree traversal technique, 6 

which visits the current path as far as possible before backtracking and trying the alternative path in 7 

the search tree [36]. The computation time consumed by DFS can be effectively reduced by a prun-8 

ing approach to avoid the unnecessary path visit. A flowchart of typical DFS is shown in Fig. 3. At 9 

the beginning of the algorithm, a search tree that can cover all possible paths is generated and a fea-10 

sible path is randomly selected as the initial upper bound. The nodes of the search tree are visited 11 

according to the depth-first searching strategy [37]. If the visited node is not eligible, the algorithm 12 

prunes and backtracks to the previous node. If the visited node is eligible and it is the end node, the 13 

upper bound will be updated. Then, the algorithm prunes and backtracks to the previous node. If the 14 

visited node is eligible but it is not the end node, the algorithm continues to visit the next node. After 15 

pruning and backtracking, the algorithm will check whether the stopping conditions have been met or 16 

not. If the stopping conditions are met, the latest upper bound will be reported, and the algorithm 17 

stops; otherwise, the next node will be visited. The stopping conditions can be that all nodes of the 18 

search tree have been visited. 19 

Fig. 3. A flowchart of depth-first search. 20 

4.1.1. Search tree generation for the EFT model 21 

At the beginning of the algorithm, a search tree that can cover all possible PSFPs is generated. For an 22 券-feature part, a search tree with 券 髪 に levels is generated. In the search tree, a node denotes a fea-23 

ture and the level denotes the position in the sequence. Therefore, a node at the 倦-th level of the 24 

search tree indicates a feature at the 倦-th position of the sequence. The root node at the な-st level and 25 

the node at the 券 髪 に-th level represent the virtual first and final features 繋待 and 繋津袋怠, respectively. 26 

A complete path in the search tree represents a possible PSFP. Considering a 3-feature part, a search 27 

tree with 5 levels is generated. A complete path labelled by bold blue lines in the search tree repre-28 

sents a possible PSFP 繋待-繋怠-繋戴-繋態-繋替, as shown in Fig. 4.  29 

Fig. 4. The search tree for a 3-feature part. 30 
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4.1.2. Conditions of an eligible node and pruning 1 

An eligible node meets the following three conditions: (1) The node has not been visited in the cur-2 

rent path. (2) The node satisfies all of the precedence constraints. (3) The current path value is 3 

smaller than the upper bound after visiting the current node. The current path value is the sum from 4 

the root node to the current node. The corresponding nodes will be pruned if any condition above is 5 

not met, as illustrated in Fig. 4. 6 

4.2. Genetic algorithm 7 

Genetic algorithm (GA) is a heuristic search technique, which imitates the process of natural evolu-8 

tion by combining the survival of the fittest to create offspring [38]. The offspring replaces weak so-9 

lutions in each generation and finally the optimal or near-optimal solutions to the optimisation prob-10 

lem are generated [28]. A flowchart of standard GA is shown in Fig. 5. At the beginning of the algo-11 

rithm, an initial population with a size of 軽 chromosomes is randomly generated as the first genera-12 

tion. In the following generations, chromosomes are selected to breed a new generation through a 13 

fitness-based process measured by a fitness function [39]. The fitness function is defined as the ge-14 

netic representation and measures the quality of each chromosome in the population [40]. The chro-15 

mosomes with a higher fitness have more probabilities to be selected. The next generation of chro-16 

mosomes are generated from these selected chromosomes through the GA operators of (1) Crossover: 17 

an exchange of segments between the chromosomes and (2) Mutation: a random modification on the 18 

chromosome [28]. This generational process is repeated until a stopping condition has been met [41]. 19 

The stopping condition can be the specified maximum number of generations reached.  20 

Fig. 5. A flowchart of genetic algorithm. 21 

4.2.1. Encoding scheme and fitness evaluation 22 

In this research, a PSFP is encoded to a chromosome by integer coding [42]. Each gene in the chro-23 

mosome corresponds to a specific feature. For example, a PSFP 繋待-繋泰-繋胎-繋戴-繋滞-繋怠-繋替-繋態-繋腿 can be 24 

encoded as a chromosome [057361428]. The gene 3 represents the feature 繋戴. If the gene sequence 25 

of a chromosome violates the precedence constraints between features, the corresponding chromo-26 

some can be corrected by exchanging and adjusting the positions of illegal genes in the sequence. 27 

The fitness of each chromosome is evaluated by a fitness function which is the reciprocal of the total 28 

EFT for a PSFP that 繋件建券結嫌嫌 噺 怠帳鈍縄 噺 怠デ 帳鈍畷盤縄入┸縄入甜迭匪韮甜迭入転迭 . 29 
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4.2.2. Selection, crossover and mutation operators 1 

The selection operator aims at selecting the chromosomes in the current generation to reproduce off-2 

spring. The proportional roulette wheel selection is used for this research. More details of this selec-3 

tion operator can be referred to Razali and Geraghty [43]. 4 

The partially mapped crossover (PMX) is adopted as the crossover operator [44]. For instance, given 5 

parents 稽怠 噺 岷どのばぬはなねにぱ峅 and 稽態 噺 岷どねぬはのになばぱ峅 , PMX generates children 稽怠嫗  and 稽態嫗  by the fol-6 

lowing procedures. 7 

Two points are randomly chosen as the crossover points according to the length of the chromosome, 8 

and then the segments between the two points of 稽怠 and 稽態 are exchanged to generate two new 9 

chromosomes 系怠 and 系態, as below:  10 稽怠 噺 岷どのば】ぬはなね】にぱ峅稽態 噺 岷どねぬ】はのにな】ばぱ峅 大嘆誰坦坦誰旦奪嘆乢孺孺孺孺孺孺孱 系怠 噺 岷どのば】はのにな】にぱ峅系態 噺 岷どねぬ】ぬはなね】ばぱ峅. 11 

After the above operation, there are probably some genes repeated in the new chromosomes. To cor-12 

rect this, the repeated genes outside segments between the crossover points are replaced according to 13 

the partially mapped method. For example, genes at the に-nd loci and the の-th loci are repeated and 14 

genes at the は-th loci and the ぱ-th loci are repeated in the chromosome 系怠. The に-nd loci and the ぱ-th 15 

loci are at the outside of segments between the crossover points. Thus, the genes at the に-nd and the 16 ぱ-th loci are replaced by the gene 3 and the gene 4, respectively. Finally, the two child chromosomes 17 

are obtained as: 18 稽怠嫗 噺 岷どぬばはのになねぱ峅稽態嫗 噺 岷どのにぬはなねばぱ峅. 19 

The swap mutation is adopted as the mutation operator which means two arbitrary genes of a chro-20 

mosome are selected and swap the values [45]. Following the above example, 稽怠嫗嫗 is the final child 21 

chromosome of 稽怠 after applying a mutation on 稽怠嫗  as: 22 

稽怠嫗 噺 岷どぬ ば はのに な ねぱ飯托探担叩担辿誰樽乢孺孺孺孺孺孱稽怠嫗嫗 噺 範どぬ な はのに ば ねぱ飯. 23 
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5. Case study 1 

A prismatic part named part A with 15 actual features is used as the case study. Within the back-2 

ground of this research, 17 features are considered for this case, which are 繋怠 (plain), 繋態 (stair), 繋戴 3 

(groove), 繋替 (depression), 繋泰 (notch), 繋滞 (notch), 繋胎 (hole), 繋腿 (hole), 繋苔 (hole), 繋怠待 (hole), 繋怠怠 (hole), 4 繋怠態 (hole), 繋怠戴 (hole), 繋怠替 (hole) and 繋怠泰 (hole) and 2 virtual features 繋待 and 繋怠滞, as shown in Fig. 6. 5 

The feature 繋怠 is required to be machined prior to any other features (鯨態 噺 繋怠). A machining centre 6 

(XHF-714F) is employed as the processor for part A. The experiment set-up for power data collec-7 

tion of XHF-714F is the same as that in Hu et al. [17]. The relationships between the number of tool 8 

stations rotated, power of tool changer and tool change time of XHF-714F are listed in Table 1. 9 

Standby power and axial rapid feeding power are shown in Table 2. All the data in the aforemen-10 

tioned two tables are obtained by experiment measurement. Coefficients which are obtained by re-11 

gression based on experiment data for models of spindle rotation power and axial feeding power are 12 

listed in Table 3. The speed of axial rapid feeding is obtained from the manual of XHF-714F, as 13 

shown in Table 4. Besides, each tool station and its corresponding cutter, and each cutter’s corre-14 

sponding features are presented in Table 5. Tool station #1 is used as the start in the experiment. The 15 

origin of coordinates O (0, 0, 0) is located at the centre of top surface of the part’s blank. Coordinate 16 

point G (-80, -80, 60) is used as the start and end position of the tool, and the position for tool change. 17 

Fig. 6. A prismatic part with 15 actual features and 2 virtual features. 18 

Table 1 The relationships between the number of tool stations rotated, power of tool changer and 19 

tool change time of XHF-714F. 20 

Table 2 Standby power and axial rapid feeding power of XHF-714F. 21 

Table 3 Coefficients in power models of XHF-714F. 22 

Table 4 Axial rapid feeding speed of XHF-714F. 23 

Table 5 Relationships between the tool station number, cutters and features. 24 

To prove the effectiveness of the proposed optimisation approaches in reducing the EFT, the follow-25 

ing comparison is conducted. A PSFP produced by the classical sequencing technique Left-to-Right 26 

(LTR) [22] serves as the benchmark to represent the existing approach to arranging the PSFP without 27 

the energy-saving consideration. The benchmark PSFP generated by LTR is 繋待ˉ繋怠ˉ繋態ˉ繋替ˉ繋怠態28 

ˉ繋怠戴ˉ繋胎ˉ繋腿ˉ繋戴ˉ繋怠怠ˉ繋怠待ˉ繋苔ˉ繋泰ˉ繋滞ˉ繋怠泰ˉ繋怠替ˉ繋怠滞 . The aforementioned depth-first 29 
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search (DFS) and genetic algorithm (GA) used in this research are developed on Dev C++ 5.11.0 1 

software with the programming language C++. The parameters of the computation facility used for 2 

experiments are as follows: Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-2630 QM CPU with 2.00 GHz frequency; 4.00 3 

GB RAM; Windows 7 (64bit) operating system. 4 

For this 17 features part, considering the two virtual features are fixed as the first and final ones on 5 

the feature sequence (鯨怠 噺 繋待 , 鯨怠胎 噺 繋怠滞), there are 256 possible pairs of features. In the following, 6 

the value calculation procedure for the EFT between processing 繋態 and 繋泰 (継庁脹岫庁鉄┸庁天岻) is used as exam-7 

ple to show how to use the models in Section 3. 8 

Based on above and Expression (1), 継庁脹岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 is expressed as: 9 

継庁脹岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 噺 継脹牒岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 髪 継脹寵岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 
where 継脹牒岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 and 継脹寵岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 are energy consumption of tool path and tool change, respectively, during 10 

the feature transition from the feature 繋態 to its post-feature 繋泰, which are calculated as follows. 11 

(1) Calculation of 継脹牒岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 12 

As shown in Fig. 6, there are five feeding activities in the feature transition from 繋態 to 繋泰. The proc-13 

ess parameters of them are listed in Table 6. According to Expression (3), 継脹牒岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 is calculated by: 14 

継脹牒岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 噺布畦珍岫庁鉄┸庁天岻泰
珍退怠  

where 畦怠岫庁鉄┸庁天岻,…, 畦泰岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 are energy consumption of the first to the fifth feeding activity, respec-15 

tively. Here the calculation of 畦怠岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 is used as an example. 16 

Table 6 Process parameters of five feeding activities in the feature transition. 17 

Normal feeding is used for the first feeding activity. Thus, Expression (7) is employed to calculate its 18 

energy consumption as: 19 

畦怠岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 噺 岫鶏諜庁怠態泰 髪 鶏超庁怠態泰 髪 鶏跳庁怠態泰 髪 鶏聴眺怠態泰 髪 鶏待岻 抜 建凋庁怠態泰 . 20 
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According to Equations (9) and parameters in Table 6, the values of feeding speed at X-axis, Y-axis 1 

and Z-axis in the first feeding activity are: 2 

懸諜庁怠態泰 噺 ににどど 抜 ど┻に 抜 】貸戴胎貸岫貸戴胎岻】紐】貸戴胎貸岫貸戴胎岻】鉄袋】替待貸戴待】鉄袋】貸怠泰貸岫貸怠泰岻】鉄 噺 どmm【min, 3 

懸超庁怠態泰 噺 ににどど 抜 ど┻に 抜 】替待貸戴待】紐】貸戴胎貸岫貸戴胎岻】鉄袋】替待貸戴待】鉄袋】貸怠泰貸岫貸怠泰岻】鉄 噺 ねねどmm【min, 4 

懸跳庁怠態泰 噺 ににどど 抜 ど┻に 抜 】貸怠泰貸岫貸怠泰岻】紐】貸戴胎貸岫貸戴胎岻】鉄袋】替待貸戴待】鉄袋】貸怠泰貸岫貸怠泰岻】鉄 噺 どmm【min. 5 

Then according to Equation (8) and coefficients in Table 3, the values of feeding power of all axes 6 

are: 7 

鶏諜庁怠態泰 噺 の 抜 など貸胎 抜 ど態 髪 ど┻どねひ 抜 ど 噺 どW, 8 

鶏超庁怠態泰 噺 伐な 抜 など貸滞 抜 ねねど態 髪 ど┻どねぬ 抜 ねねど 噺 なぱ┻ばぬW, 9 

鶏跳庁怠態泰 噺 伐な 抜 など貸胎 抜 ど態 髪 ど┻どねはな 抜 ど 噺 どW. 10 

According to Equation (6) and coefficients in Table 3, spindle rotation power is: 11 

鶏聴眺怠態泰 噺 ど┻どぱは 抜 ににどど 髪 なね┻ばは 噺 にどぬ┻ひはW. 12 

Standby power is: 鶏待 噺 ぬばな┻どW. 13 

Axial feeding time for the first feeding activity is:  14 

建凋庁怠態泰 噺 滞待抜紐岫貸戴胎貸岫貸戴胎岻岻鉄袋岫替待貸戴待岻鉄袋岫貸怠泰貸岫貸怠泰岻岻鉄態態待待抜待┻態 噺 な┻ぬはねs. 15 

Based on above, energy consumption of the first feeding activity in the feature transition from 繋態 to 16 繋泰 is: 17 

畦怠岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 噺 岫ど 髪 なぱ┻ばぬ 髪 ど 髪 にどぬ┻ひは 髪 ぬばな┻ど岻 抜 な┻ぬはね 噺 ぱどひ┻のばJ. 18 

Similarly, energy consumption of other four feeding activities can be calculated as:畦態岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 噺19 なぱの┻ななJ, 畦戴岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 噺 などにひ┻はねJ, 畦替岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 噺 なぬにな┻にのJ, and 畦泰岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 噺 にねに┻ぱばJ. 20 

By summing up energy consumption of the five feeding activities, the value of 継脹牒岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 is: 21 
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継脹牒岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 噺 ぬのぱぱ┻ねのJ. 1 

(2) Calculation of 継脹寵岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 2 

According to Expression (10), 継脹寵岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 is calculated by: 3 

継脹寵岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 噺 岫鶏待 髪 鶏脹寵態泰岻 抜 劇脹寵岫庁鉄┸庁天岻. 4 

According to Table 5, the corresponding cutters for 繋態 and 繋泰 locate at tool station #1 and #2, re-5 

spectively. Thus, one interval of the tool station rotation is required. According to Table 1, power of 6 

the tool changer is: 鶏脹寵態泰 噺 ぱね┻ぱW, and tool change time is: 劇脹寵岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 噺 なば┻はs. Therefore, 継脹寵岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 噺7 岫ぬばな┻ど 髪 ぱね┻ぱ岻 抜 なば┻は 噺 ぱどにに┻どぱJ. By summing up 継脹牒岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 and 継脹寵岫庁鉄┸庁天岻, the EFT from 繋態 to 繋泰 is 8 

calculated as: 継庁脹岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 噺 ぬのぱぱ┻ねの 髪 ぱどにに┻どぱ 噺 ななはなど┻のJ. The value of 継庁脹岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 and other 255 EFT 9 

values are listed in Table 7. 10 

Table 7 Energy consumption of feature transitions between features in the part. 11 

Based on the data in Table 7, the EFT for the benchmark PSFP is 145894.3J. Comparatively, the 12 

developed DFS achieves the global optimum of the minimum EFT, which is 104162.7J, with compu-13 

tation time of 42.13 seconds. The corresponding PSFP is 繋待ˉ繋怠ˉ繋態ˉ繋泰ˉ繋滞ˉ繋戴ˉ繋替ˉ繋腿ˉ繋苔ˉ14 繋怠待ˉ繋胎ˉ繋怠態ˉ繋怠戴ˉ繋怠替ˉ繋怠泰ˉ繋怠怠ˉ繋怠滞. The searching process of DFS is presented in Fig. 7. 15 

Therefore, 28.60% [(145894.3-104162.7)/145894.3] EFT can be reduced by using DFS compared to 16 

LTR technique.  17 

The parameter values used in GA are obtained by tuning, and their values are as follows: population 18 

size噺 などど, crossover probability噺 ど┻ひ, mutation probability噺 ど┻どの, and generation噺 ぬどど. By run-19 

ning GA for several times, it can also achieve the global minimum EFT (104162.7J) with computa-20 

tion time of 2.42 seconds. The corresponding PSFP is the same as that produced by DFS. A search-21 

ing process of GA for the optimal solution is shown in Fig. 8. However, in most of the runs of GA, it 22 

can only achieve the near-optimal solutions for this case. For example, a near-minimum EFT that GA 23 

can get is 104179.8 J. The corresponding PSFP is 繋待ˉ繋怠ˉ繋態ˉ繋替ˉ繋戴ˉ繋滞ˉ繋泰ˉ繋怠待ˉ繋苔ˉ繋腿ˉ24 繋胎ˉ繋怠泰ˉ繋怠替ˉ繋怠戴ˉ繋怠態ˉ繋怠怠ˉ繋怠滞. It also consumes less computation time (2.48 seconds) to get 25 

the near-optimal solution. A searching process of GA for a near-optimal solution of this case is 26 

shown in Fig. 9. 27 
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Fig. 7. The searching process of depth-first search for the optimal solution. 1 

Fig. 8. A searching process of genetic algorithm for the optimal solution. 2 

Fig. 9. A searching process of genetic algorithm for a near-optimal solution. 3 

According to the optimisation results, for this case, GA usually returns a near-optimal solution while 4 

DFS always obtains the global optimum. Thus, compared to GA, DFS is superior in finding the most 5 

energy-saving PSFP. Although the solution quality of GA is probably little inferior to that of DFS, its 6 

computation time is about 94.11% [(42.13-2.48)/42.13] lesser than that of DFS. Moreover, when the 7 

number of features in a part is increasing, the computation time of DFS probably increases sharply 8 

and becomes intolerable. In this situation, GA is preferable to be employed to get the near-optimal 9 

PSFP within reasonable computation time. 10 

6. Discussion 11 

The case study has shown that 28.60% of the EFT can be reduced by using the single objective opti-12 

misation, which validates the effectiveness of our approach in single machine environment. However, 13 

in the real manufacturing circumstance, a part usually requires more than one machine tool to finish 14 

all of the processing. Thus, the performance of our approach on the EFT reduction in multi-machine 15 

environment is discussed and validated in this section. In addition, it is not reasonable to only reduce 16 

the EFT without considering other objectives including the machining time, quality and cost, which 17 

can cause machine tool tardiness and product quality problems. Thus, a multi-objective model con-18 

sidering the EFT is developed, and then the effect of the EFT minimisation on other objectives is 19 

demonstrated and discussed. 20 

6.1. EFT reduction in multi-machine environment 21 

If a part requires more than one machine tool, its features to be processed on the same machine can 22 

be sorted and sequenced to reduce the EFT. For example, it is assumed that the part A in Fig. 6 re-23 

quires two machine tools including a CNC milling machine and a CNC drilling machine to finish all 24 

of its features. Specifically, a CNC milling machine is employed to process the features including 繋怠 25 

(plain), 繋態 (stair), 繋戴 (groove), 繋替 (depression), 繋泰 (notch) and 繋滞 (notch); a CNC drilling machine is 26 

employed to process the other features including 繋胎 (hole), 繋腿 (hole), 繋苔 (hole), 繋怠待 (hole), 繋怠怠 (hole), 27 繋怠態 (hole), 繋怠戴 (hole), 繋怠替 (hole) and 繋怠泰 (hole).  28 
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Two benchmark PSFPs generated by the LTR technique for the CNC milling machine and the CNC 1 

drilling machine are 繋待ˉ繋怠ˉ繋態ˉ繋替ˉ繋戴ˉ繋泰ˉ繋滞ˉ繋怠滞 and 繋待ˉ繋怠態ˉ繋怠戴ˉ繋胎ˉ繋腿ˉ繋怠怠ˉ繋怠待ˉ2 繋苔ˉ繋怠泰ˉ繋怠替ˉ繋怠滞. It is assumed that the parameters of two machine tools are the same as that of 3 

XHF-714F, thus the data in bold font in Table 7 can be utilised for the EFT calculation. Then, the 4 

EFT for the two benchmark PSFPs is 20918.2J and 105335.9J, respectively. In total, the benchmark 5 

EFT for part A is 126254.1J (20918.2+105335.9) in two-machine environment. Comparatively, the 6 

optimal PSFPs generated by DFS for the two machine tools are 繋待ˉ繋怠ˉ繋態ˉ繋泰ˉ繋滞ˉ繋戴ˉ繋替ˉ繋怠滞 7 

and 繋待ˉ繋胎ˉ繋腿ˉ繋苔ˉ繋怠待ˉ繋怠泰ˉ繋怠替ˉ繋怠戴ˉ繋怠態ˉ繋怠怠ˉ繋怠滞. According to data in Table 7, the 8 

EFT for the two optimal PSFPs is 20774.9J and 84132.3J, respectively. In total, the minimum EFT 9 

for part A is 104907.2J (20774.9+84132.3) in two-machine environment. Consequently, when part A 10 

requires two machine tools, our approach still achieves a 16.91% [(126254.1-104907.2)/126254.1] 11 

EFT reduction, which validates its effectiveness in multi-machine environment. 12 

6.2. Multi-objective model considering the EFT 13 

The developed single objective model for minimising the EFT can integrate with the models for op-14 

timising other objectives such as the machining time, quality and cost to obtain the required multi-15 

objective model. For example, to avoid machine tool tardiness, the time consumption of feature tran-16 

sitions (TFT) is regarded as a new objective and integrated with the developed EFT model to obtain a 17 

bi-objective model for balancing the TFT and the EFT. Based on Expression (2), the bi-objective 18 

model is developed as: 19 

班兼件券件兼件嫌結 継庁聴 噺 デ 継庁脹岫聴入┸聴入甜迭岻津袋怠賃退怠兼件券件兼件嫌結 劇庁聴 噺 デ 劇庁脹岫聴入┸聴入甜迭岻津袋怠賃退怠                                                    (11) 20 

where 劇庁聴 is the total TFT based on a specific PSFP, and 劇庁脹岫聴入┸聴入甜迭岻 is the TFT between processing 21 

the feature at the 倦-th position and the feature at the 倦 髪 な-th position of a sequence. It is assumed 22 

that the features 繋椎 and 繋槌 are located at the 倦-th position and the 倦 髪 な-th position of a sequence, 23 

respectively. Then, by referring to Expression (1), 劇庁脹岫聴入┸聴入甜迭岻 can be expressed as: 24 

劇庁脹岫聴入┸聴入甜迭岻 噺 劇庁脹岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 噺 劇脹牒岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 髪 劇脹寵岫庁妊┸庁忍岻                                             (12) 25 

where 劇脹牒岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 is time consumption of tool path in the feature transition from the feature 繋椎 to its 26 

post-feature 繋槌. By referring to Expression (3), 劇脹牒岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 is expressed as: 27 
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劇脹牒岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 噺 デ 稽珍岫庁妊┸庁忍岻陳珍退怠                                                     (13) 1 

where 稽珍岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 is time consumption of the 倹-th feeding activity in the feature transition from 繋椎 to 繋槌. 2 

In a rapid feeding activity, 稽珍岫庁妊┸庁忍岻 equals to 建凋眺珍椎槌 ; otherwise, it equals to 建凋庁珍椎槌 . 3 

After obtaining the above bi-objective model, multi-objective optimisation approaches such as Non-4 

dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSAG-II) and Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 5 

(SPEA) can be employed to find a set of optimal PSFPs that result in the optimal trade-offs between 6 

TFT and EFT [46]. These optimisation approaches will be researched in the future. In the following, 7 

the effect of the EFT minimisation on the TFT is demonstrated and discussed based on the developed 8 

TFT model.  9 

According to Expressions (11)-(13) and data in Tables 1, 4, 5 and 6, the TFT based on the optimal 10 

PSFP which results in the EFT minimisation of part A is calculated as follows: 11 

劇庁聴 岫EFT minimisation岻 噺 劇庁脹岫庁轍┸庁迭岻 髪 劇庁脹岫庁迭┸庁鉄岻 髪 劇庁脹岫庁鉄┸庁天岻 髪 劇庁脹岫庁天┸庁展岻 髪 劇庁脹岫庁展┸庁典岻 髪 劇庁脹岫庁典┸庁填岻 髪 劇庁脹岫庁填┸庁添岻 髪12 劇庁脹岫庁添┸庁纏岻 髪 劇庁脹岫庁纏┸庁迭轍岻 髪 劇庁脹岫庁迭轍┸庁店岻 髪 劇庁脹岫庁店┸庁迭鉄岻 髪 劇庁脹岫庁迭鉄┸庁迭典岻 髪 劇庁脹岫庁迭典┸庁迭填岻 髪 劇庁脹岫庁迭填┸庁迭天岻 髪 劇庁脹岫庁迭天┸庁迭迭岻 髪13 劇庁脹岫庁迭迭┸庁迭展岻 噺 ど┻はなぬ 髪 な┻ぱどぬ 髪 にど┻ぱにぱ 髪 に┻にばば 髪 ぬ┻ににば 髪 な┻どにな 髪 ぬに┻ねぱは 髪 なに┻ぱばの 髪 なに┻ぱばの 髪14 なに┻ぱばの 髪 ぬど┻ぱのど 髪 なに┻ひにに 髪 なぬ┻ににに 髪 なに┻ひにに 髪 ぬぬ┻ぱばに 髪 ど┻はねど 噺 にどの┻ぬなs. 15 

In comparison, a PSFP without considering the EFT reduction for part A is generated by the LTR 16 

technique, and the TFT based on this PSFP is: 劇庁聴 岫LTR technique岻 噺 にぱね┻ひねs. Thus, 27.95% 17 

[(284.94-205.31)/284.94] of the TFT reduction benefits from the EFT minimisation in the multi-18 

objective problem. However, the EFT minimisation is not always beneficial to the TFT reduction. 19 

For example, when a PSFP with the minimum TFT is adjusted to a PSFP with the minimum EFT, its 20 

TFT can increase. In this situation, the trade-off between the minimisation of TFT and EFT should 21 

be made. 22 

7. Conclusions and future work 23 

Reducing the electricity consumption of machine tools during the run-time operations gains more 24 

and more importance in modern manufacturing. The model for the single objective optimisation 25 

problem which aims at minimising the energy consumption of feature transitions (EFT) has been 26 

introduced. The model was developed by understanding and characterising the energy consumption 27 
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of machine tools while executing the rapid and normal feeding activities and the tool change. The 1 

total amount of the EFT for processing a part on a single machine can vary by modifying the proc-2 

essing sequence of features of the part (PSFP). To find the optimal PSFP which results in the mini-3 

misation of the total EFT, depth-first search and genetic algorithm are employed as the optimisation 4 

approaches.  5 

In the case study, the optimal and near-optimal sequences of features for a 15 features part which is 6 

processed by a machining centre (XHF-714F) have been found. The optimal PSFP achieves a 28.60% 7 

EFT reduction. This validates the effectiveness of the developed mathematic model and optimisation 8 

approaches in single machine environment. When the part requires more than one machine tool to 9 

finish all of its features, this approach still achieves a 16.91% EFT reduction. Finally, the developed 10 

EFT model is integrated with a TFT model to obtain a bi-objective model for balancing the TFT and 11 

the EFT. A case shows that 27.95% of the TFT reduction benefits from the EFT minimisation. 12 

In this research, it is time-consuming and error-prone to process the data of machine tools and parts 13 

for the EFT model and then calculate the EFT values between each pair of features. Thus, the auto-14 

mation for the EFT calculation can be improved. One limitation of this research is that the energy 15 

consumption of machine tools during setup change and machine change has not been considered as a 16 

portion of the EFT. For the next step, research on reducing the energy consumed for setup change 17 

and machine change by adjusting the PSFP will be conducted. Besides, multi-objective optimisation 18 

approaches will be employed to obtain the optimal PSFPs that result in the optimal trade-offs among 19 

the machining energy consumption, time, quality, cost and other objectives. Finally, the proposed 20 

feature sequencing approach will be combined with the existing cutting parameter optimisation to 21 

promote the energy-aware integrated process planning for machining. 22 
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Table 1 The relationships between the number of tool stations rotated, power of tool changer and 

tool change time of XHF-714F. 

The number of tool stations rotated 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Power [W] 0.0 84.8 90.4 93.6 96.2 100.1 100 104.2 102.4 

Time [s] 0.0 17.6 19.0 20.0 20.9 21.9 23.5 24.1 25.3 
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Table 2 Standby power and axial rapid feeding power of XHF-714F. 

Item Power [W] 

Standby power 鶏待 371.0 

X-axial rapid feeding power 鶏諜眺 855.8 

Y-axial rapid feeding power 鶏超眺 504.9 

Z-axial upward and downward rapid feeding 
power (鶏跳眺腸 , 鶏跳眺帖 ) 

(659.1, 573.4) 
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Table 3 Coefficients in power models of XHF-714F. 

Item Coefficient 

Monomial coefficient and constant in the 
spindle rotation power model (稽聴眺, 系聴眺) 

(0.086, 14.76) 

Quadratic coefficient in the feeding power 
model of X-axis, Y-axis, Z-axis upward and 
downward (畦諜庁, 畦超庁, 畦跳庁腸 , 畦跳庁帖 ) 

(5×10-7, -1×10-6, 
 -5×10-7, -1×10-7) 

Monomial coefficient in the feeding power 
model of X-axis, Y-axis, Z-axis upward and 
downward (稽諜庁, 稽超庁, 稽跳庁腸 , 稽跳庁帖 ) 

(0.0491, 0.043, 
0.059, 0.0461) 
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Table 4 Axial rapid feeding speed of XHF-714F. 

Item Speed [m/min]

Rapid feeding speed of X-axis, 
Y-axis and Z-axis (懸諜眺, 懸超眺, 懸跳眺) 

(12, 12, 10) 
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Table 5 Relationships between the tool station number, cutters and features. 

 The tool station number of the tool changer 

 #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 

Cutters W400F-FS W400F-FS NACHI SD8(8) NACHI SD8(10) NACHI SD8(12)

Features 繋怠, 繋態 繋戴, 繋替, 繋泰, 繋滞 繋胎, 繋腿, 繋苔, 繋怠待 繋怠態, 繋怠戴, 繋怠替, 繋怠泰 繋怠怠 
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Table 6 Process parameters of five feeding activities in the feature transition. 

The 倹-th 
feeding 
activity 

Feeding 
method 

Start coordinate 
position 

End coordinate
 position 

Spindle 
speed 券聴眺珍態泰  

[rpm] 

Feed 
rate 血珍態泰 
[mm/r] 

1 Normal (-37, 30, -15) (-37, 40, -15) 2200 0.2 

2 Rapid (-37, 40, -15) (-37, 40, 10) 2200 - 

3 Rapid (-37, 40, 10) (-80, -80, 60) 2200 - 

4 Rapid (-80, -80, 60) (61, -40, -1.5) 2200 - 

5 Normal (61, -40, -1.5) (61, -37, -1.5) 2200 0.2 
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Table 7 Energy consumption of feature transitions between features in the part. 

Energy [J] F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12 F13 F14 F15 F16 

F0 775.2 852.3 9780.0 8954.2 9586.2 9827.8 14955.7 15162.2 15354.8 15241.2 17111.3 15369.7 15558.2 16051.7 15950.7 ∞ 

F1 ∞ 1582.6 11602.7 10776.9 11408.9 11650.5 16778.4 16984.9 17177.5 17063.9 18934.0 17192.4 17380.9 17874.4 17773.4 1822.7 

F2 1534.6 ∞ 11804.4 10978.5 11610.5 11852.2 16980.0 17186.6 17379.1 17265.5 19135.7 17394.1 17582.5 18076.0 17975.0 2024.3 

F3 10031.8 10109.0 ∞ 1090.1 1007.5 967.2 15445.7 15652.2 15844.8 15731.2 17873.4 16078.9 16267.3 16760.8 16659.8 1234.5 

F4 10492.6 10569.8 2392.8 ∞ 2440.6 2425.4 15906.5 16113.0 16305.6 16192.0 18334.2 16539.7 16728.1 17221.6 17120.6 1695.3 

F5 11225.9 11303.0 2354.1 2370.0 ∞ 1667.1 16639.8 16846.3 17038.8 16925.2 19067.4 17272.9 17461.4 17954.9 17853.9 2428.6 

F6 11311.7 11388.8 2354.1 2370.0 1667.1 ∞ 16725.6 16932.1 17124.7 17011.1 19153.3 17358.7 17547.2 18040.7 17939.7 2514.4 

F7 10426.4 10503.6 10664.6 9838.8 10470.8 10712.4∞ 5871.1 6063.7 5950.1 16998.1 14984.4 15172.9 15666.4 15565.4 884.6 

F8 10633.0 10710.1 10871.2 10045.4 10677.4 10919.05871.1 ∞ 5950.1 6063.7 17204.6 15191.0 15379.4 15872.9 15771.9 1091.2 

F9 10825.5 10902.7 11063.7 10237.9 10869.9 11111.56063.7 5950.1 ∞ 5871.1 17397.2 15383.5 15572.0 16065.5 15964.5 1283.7 

F10 10711.9 10789.0 10950.1 10124.3 10756.3 10997.95950.1 6063.7 5871.1 ∞ 17283.6 15269.9 15458.4 15951.9 15850.9 1170.1 

F11 11714.3 11791.4 12224.6 11398.7 12030.7 12272.416130.3 16336.8 16529.4 16415.8 ∞ 15274.4 15462.9 15956.4 15855.4 1174.6 

F12 10919.4 10996.5 11376.8 10550.9 11182.9 11181.715063.4 15269.9 15462.5 15348.9 16221.1 ∞ 5926.5 6485.6 6384.7 852.2 

F13 11107.9 11185.0 11565.2 10739.4 11371.4 11613.015251.8 15458.4 15650.9 15537.3 16409.6 5926.5 ∞ 6384.7 6485.6 1040.6 

F14 11601.4 11678.5 12058.7 11232.9 11864.9 12106.515745.3 15951.9 16144.4 16030.8 16903.1 6485.6 6384.7 ∞ 5926.5 1534.2 

F15 11500.4 11577.5 11957.7 11131.9 11763.9 12005.515644.3 15850.9 16043.4 15929.8 16802.1 6384.7 6485.6 5926.5 ∞ 1433.2 
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Fig. 1. A 2-feature part that has two feasible processing sequences. 
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Fig. 2. Power profiles of two sequences: (a) 繋待-繋怠-繋態-繋戴; (b) 繋待-繋態-繋怠-繋戴. 
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Fig. 3. A flowchart of depth-first search. 
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Fig. 4. The search tree for a 3-feature part. 
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Fig. 5. A flowchart of genetic algorithm. 
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Fig. 6. A prismatic part with 15 actual features and 2 virtual features. 
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Fig. 7. The searching process of depth-first search for the optimal solution. 
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Fig. 8. A searching process of genetic algorithm for the optimal solution. 
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Fig. 9. A searching process of genetic algorithm for a near-optimal solution. 

 

 


